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The llanufacturing Progress Function is a mathematical technique 
(.l 
which has been used in mahy industries for the prediction of labor 
and cost data. Basically, the rationale or underlying theory·of the 
Progress Function is that improvement is suff i.ciently regular to be 
predictive. Instead of adhering to the general practice of measuring 
progress with time, the relationship of progress with cumulative 
production is used in much the same manner with which one associates 
hi.sown learning with experience. 
.. 
It has been found that the Progress Function is applicable to 
)~ 
the prediction of production line floor space. Nine product lines 
(five products), continuously subjected to the pressures of cost 
reduction, work simplification, and management decisions, were 
selected as applicatioos in the investigation. Al~hough faloor space 
has historically exhibited the characteristics of a step function, 
the remarkable fit of the continuous model used, indicates that 
successful planning is attainable through the Progress Function. 
r 
. 
Two methods of fitting the model to actual floor space data are 
provided: computer and manual, The degree of linearity in the data 
using log-log coordinate paper indicates that either method is satis-
' factory. Thus, cost is not a prohibitive factor in the application. 
In this thesis, the problems faced in the application to floor 
" 
space are brought out in such a manner as to fortify the practitioner 
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ued use of the function and the extensive application to other product 
. 
lines should disclose some of the more subtle refinements which, of 
course, a thesis cannot completely identify. 
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\·1. ) INTRODUCTION 
· The theory o~ the Progress Function, as appl te·d in the ear~_y 
years of its development, states that the cost per unit of production 
\ 
declines by some constant percentage as the total quantity produced 
increases [28, pp. 122-128]. Several production factors in support 
{ 
of this phenomena are usually presented in the literature, although 
no attempts are made to apportion the contributions individually~ 
Generally, the factors of: 
1. Design - reduction of parts, simpler parts, etc. 
·~-
-...._ ___ _ 
2. Tooling - use of forgings for several parts 
3. Product Changes -·standardization of construction 
4. Size of Product - ease of handling 
are cited as major contributors toward progress/ In certain cases, 
these factors may be common to the air frame industry from which the . "I, 
1 
technique originated. 
With the extension of the Progress Function into other industries, 
/ 
/ 
however, more factors contributing to the progress phenomena are being 
. d 2 recognize. Thus, environmental conditions such as: 
1. Management Po'I~cy 
1, 
2. State of the Art 




.... 1. T. ·P. Wright [28, pp. 122-128] is credited with havi"ng 




1936. . . ,, -· 
2. Hammer (33] provides a rather extensive coverage on the 
factors contributing to progress in the preproduc.t ion and 































4. Quality Control Procedures 
:., 
5. Inventory Control Procedures 
6. Production Sequencing 
' \ .·.: 
, .. 7. Naint enance Scheduling · .. 
-f 
""°4' 8. Production Methods i'J 
.play a role in the relationship which exists between unit cost and 
'·~ • 
cumulative output. The combined effect of these factors is reflected-
in lower product cost. This effect appears through the categories of 
. .. . . ··- - .... -~ 
\ 
direct labor, direct material and overhead, 
Direct labor has been considered as a fundamental factor con-
.. 
tributing to progress [13, pp. 87-97j. In fact, so much emphas·is has 
' been placed on labor studies, -particularly in the ~air frame industry, 
that one might easily interpret operator learning as the sole con-
tributor to reductions in costs. It is understandable that.the title 
"Learning Curve" is frequently used interchangeably with the title 
"p Fu t . " rogress nc ion. 
One of the rea~ns ~or attacking labor as a d~rect application 
of the Progress Function was due to the need to predict labor require-
. . 
ments for future production scheduling. In addition, labor learning 
was probably a major means of inst-ituting progress at the.time of the 
inception of the Prog~ess Function. 1 Thus it is apparent that a need 
for quantifying progress in labor data did exist. .... 
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' . qµant ifying progress in a technique which Would enable the forecasting . ~-
,. I 








~· .. r.. • '"" • ~ t • • ' f ' rt .. .. . • . .,._ • i a~ • ... .. n •• '41!1- ... • ' . 
I ' ' . 
f '· 
J'< {-.-.:-.,' 
·conway and Schultz [ 16, 
has been overemphasized 
pp: · 48] feei'"that "operat~r learning" 
or erroneously indicated as a·-
. . i principal causal factor in 
~M~gagemqnt and engineering 
eredit. .... 
. ' . .4 





many of the more recent ~tudies • 
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. . 1 
of production line floor space. Each year the comp~~Y summarizes 
floor space· data·. Relating thi's to forecasts of demand, ~n attempt 
\ 
' \ 
is then made to detennine the overall need for additional plant 
"" construction, the acquisition of rental facilities, or possibly the 
/ 
release of such fa~ilities. .. " ti ' This gross estimate includes floor 
space for all usage and represents some sizeable figures. The· need 
~ ~ for good prediction cannot be overstated.: The·completion of new 
1-) 
plant construction and the time required to reach minimum design 
I 
capability fre~uentl.y consumes as much as five years and represents 
considerable capital investment. Thus problem is not unique to 
1G: 
Western Electric. A ·basis for good prediction of the gross estimate 
r. 
lies in the ability to predict floor space among the v.arious product 
lines. The source for furnishing estimates of future floor space 0 on 
production lines was the product engineer. ·. 
Floor space, per se, is introduced.into a product cost via the 
somewhat "catch all" classification of dverhead expense. The relation 
to unit cost is not dissimilar to that of labor and cost. 
In the past, the product engineer has mainly conc.erned himself 
{" 
with the resolution of production planning through capacity studies • 
Thus the production line was established to meet a certain product 
demand based on tne manag·ement policy of operation (5 day, 2 shift). 
d 
Planning for the future was somewhat limited and lacked a g·ood qua~-
~ 
titative approach. Forecasts of floor space were determined by direct 
' . -
, conv~.r~ion of the decisio'n .variables (current floor space and rate 
l. The Western Electric Company was responsible for the 
sponsoring of the author's graduate study at Lehigh 
University. 
' ............... :,,. ...... . . . _. .... ~ 1 It~' I f ·.-
) 
,--·-
r·-, .. \. I 
• 
I 
. . "'· . . . . . 
j 
.. 
.. • • • • I. .. :, .. :.: 
.\: 
'-' 
' " ,. 
. . 
• : .~ ~ ' ", '. -/~~-f-~~J;-:.,:· r.~-~.;;~~=-1, .. -' :·:~:"{;~~-. --~;~r::;;:-Qi 
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.. .. ~ 
/ 
of output) to the forecasted demand. As is evident, t~e factot& 
'Contributing to progress with cumulative production are not 'incor-
porated in thi~ type of approach. Another objective, which this 
method lacked, was the establishment of goals or future landmarks 
·systematically to take advantage of progress. In many respects, 
there was no rationale by·· which floor space planning was bound. 
The Progress Function has in fact provided a-means of incor-
porating each of the objectives (progress and goals) within a rel-
atively simple and easily impleme~ted forecasting technique. A 
survey of the literature has disclosed 'the lack of application of 
1 the Progress Function to floor space planning. Thus it will be the 
objective of this thesis to extend the usage of the Progress Function 
---,-$1' 
-. 
by investigating its application to industry as a forecasting tech-





' . ,... ·~ 
·.• .. : 
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i. 
... f .-~ 
1. Conway and Schultz [16, pp.· .50] · recognize tile applica-tion of t_he progress furiction to facilities and space 
requirements planninij. 
/ . 
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I .... 11. DIVll,OPIIBNT OP TIii PROGRESS 'PIJNCTION COMCBPT 
< TbeJProgress F\lnctt'on or Learning Curve concept is a matheaati-
cal technique devi,sect by Dr.; T. P. Wright [28, pp. 122~128]. The 
theory of th~ function states that as the production of an it~m recurs 
'; with time, the labor hour costs to produce the item diminish. The 
relationship developed was a power function which appears as follows: 
' . 
where 
-Y = cumulative average direct labor hours per unit 
~=the direct labor hour cost for unit one 
·, 
I= cumulative number of units produced 
~ IC the slope of the progress.curve1 • 
'""' Generally, the terms cost and labor hours are used interchange-
ably in the formulation.· Furthermore, the paramet ..ers a and e are 
... 
"· usually de(erm~ned empir'ically. As a resu; t, a is best interpreted 
·:• 
" " ' as the theoretical· cost of unit number one. ~' on the other hand, 
-
has been found to assume values between O and -1 making (Y) a decreas-I· 
ing function in (X). 
" Application of the Learning curve is made as production data " 
become available through the continued output of the product ~nder 
-study. Since (Y) is defined as a cumulative average figure, its 
~t / value is determined by dividing the total number of direct labor 
. I 










'\,: ' ' 
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•I ·',. / . I· .. 
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\f' • .• 
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. . ' - I , 
.f.. . 
... hours expended si,nce the beginning of production by the nuaber ot 
., ..• 
\, 1 
units produceQ ~thus far • 
.. 
In that 1a~or hours are generally lumped over some accounting 
interval rather than on a per unit basis, common practice has been 
' to determ,t.ne tlie (Y) value and ·the corresponding value of (X) for a 
"--... 
" " lot of several units. The size of the lot ~aturally corresponds 
to the number of units produced-over the accounting interval. Thus, 
for the first empirical observation, (X1) represents the number of 
----....__. 
units prod~ced, for the first interval, and (Y1 )- repr.~sents the 
2 
average labor hours expended. 
'. I' 
-1. Y = CUmulative average labor hours. Let y 1 = the labor hours of the 1th unit, then 
- -
= ill Yt12 -and Yk = . f Yt/k • 1=1. 
-The pat.red data for curve plotting are (X, Yk) where X = k. 
-2. Y - CUmulative average labor hours. Let yi = the labor hours 
for the 1th lot, then F ~.., 
~ 
- -Y1 - Y1/x1 ry2 - k Y1 ! and - ' - 1. xi 
k i=l 
-
- h1 ~k - k ,. .... -.•' k1 •• Xi 
Ir J .... ,... 





the quantity contalned in lot i. For conven.ience,· let· 
. - --- .. ~-·-+---1-.. ·-, -· • •.. ~ = l, xi 
and the paired data are then (Xk, Yk). ' 
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•1• ,i!f "'' • ,..,.. 
1 
•.a • I,, 
Another formulation of the Learning Curve should be mentioned 
at this time since· its applicatfon will be used in the model for 





floor space. Tha~ is, a relationship also exists between cumulative 
,. 
total labor hours and'cumulative output. Now, cumulative total labor 
·-· "' hours (Y) is defined as fhe product of cumulative average labor hours· 
.) 
.. .., ~ . .. ,. ,,r . .. 
.. 
and cumulative _output. Simply stated and recalling the original 
formulation: J 
- 1-$ Y = YX = ax . 
Since~ vpries between O and -1, we see that this function causes an 
se in the cumulative total l~bor hours (Y) with every increase 
in output (X). r .. ., From this equation, one can write the ex~ct equation 
for a unit curve as: 
J 
\. where y1 = direct labor hour~ per unit for i = 1, 2, ••• n. 
x1 = cumulative unit number for i = 1, 2, ••• n. 
and ~ and ~ are as previously defined. An asymptote of this last equa-
·-,.,., 
tion can b~ fQund by differentiating the cumulative total curve antf~ 
<I.. fl, 
obtaining: y = a(l + ~) ~. ., Generally speaking, the· three formulations 
I :..- of the unit curve, 
........ 
. ' 
1. Cumulative average 
"'~ 
~- 2. Exact equation 




j give sliglitly different approximations to the graphic Progress Function. 
,, , 
The cumulative average;curve produces a more pronounced deviation from 
the_ other two since the data are 
. 
-
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Although e is, in tact, a measure ot the progreaa, practitioners 
in the air frame industry have refrained from using it. Instead, 1-t 
is customary to obtain a ratio for cumulative outputs that are different 
by a factor of 2. One title given to this p~rcentage decline is the 





In this case, x2 , of cqurse, is chosen such that it is twice the cumu-
-0.322 lati ve output of x1 • As an example, let ~ = -~ 322, then PI = 2 
· = 0.80. The interpretation _given is that cumulative average labor 
J hours at output x2 are only 80% as large as the previous cumulative 
' 
aver·age 1 abor hours at output x . [ 4, ·PP. 16-18] .-1 
Wright, in his development of the Learning Curve, arrived at a 
value of~= -0.322 which was considered typical of progress in air 
frame applications. 
" 
It is the orig~n of the well known 80 percent 
~urve" found in industry and government planning. (3, pp. 17] 
Li·neari ty of the Progress Function 
) 
\ The continued use of the P~ogress Function in industry can proba-
bly be attributed to the linear characteristic which it exhibits in 
the logarithmic form. In fact, many of the other formulations have ~ 
) failed to display this characteristic resulting in a lack of interest 
by the p~actitioner and a subs~quent disuse in.the field. [31, pp. 5-6] 
' 
-
Recalling the original formulation of the Progress Furict-·fori. as 
/ 
·'i··= a./, logarithms are taken of th~ equation transf o~ing the power . 
. 
form t~ the follor,ing: 
. --
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) 
. One readil.y recognizes its form by comparing it .. with the linear equa-'I 
tion y = a + bx usual 1 y assbci"ated with element!lry mathemat i,cal texts1~ 
This display of'linearity is of particular interest due tq it~ inter-· 
pretive aspects.in graphical form. Thus, Lear~ing curve data plotted 
on Cartesian coordinates act in a manner similar to growth phenomena 
where a change in datum is proportional to its size. However, the data . ' 
-,--
-
when plotted on log-log coordinate grids produce the same effect as the 
logarithmic transformation and enables the user to work with a more 
simple linear model without the associated difficulty of the mathematical 
transformation. Reference to the graphs in the appendix will illustrate 
this point even more strongly. 
Calculation of a and 6 
~ The appli"'cation of the Progress Function requires the knowledge of 
values for a and a before the model can be used in forecasting. As 
• was stated earlier' these data are usually det.ermined empirically by 
-
u,tilizing the availability of known (X, Y) data. Two methods of deter-
~ining these values are given. 
" " ( ) The method of Least Squares Appendix A is statistically the 
strongest, but requires some type of computing devic,e to handle the rela-
tively bulky equations. This method makes no aiisumptions about the 
underlying statistical distributions of the paired data, but provides 
the best linear fit to the data under study. ,The one assumption which ' ,· 
" u· , 
.. -
is made is that the erro~ ex!~ts __ J_g,_the dependent v~riable (Y). • . . ___ .: - --- -- -·..:_ ___ .. •-• :'\,._"_---~---·····----A•,·•··--~---~--------~:.~_:.:_::.._._ __ .,_ .• -,-J.·,---- - ··•-·--r---·- ' 
... • 
Thus, 
' r. the sum of squar~s of the vertical deviations from· t~e points to the 
'-\" normal line are minimized. [9, pp. 321~327] 
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utilizes the log-log coordinate presentation of the pafred data. 
[ Jg', pp. 1-8] Accuracy of the parameters . in this r~ase is subject to 
the oias of the individual interpreting the graph. This is not to 
I / 
say, however, that the Least Squares method is better, since fore-
casting must i~evitably rely on the good sense of the forecaster 
anyway. Thus, a little human judgment may be best in the long run. 
One attribut.e which the Least Squares method does provide over 
the interpretive approach' is the ability to calculate a correlati'on 
coefficient p (assumes normality) which gives the user an indicator_~ 
as to the degree of linearity in the data. If sufficient data are 
,/ 
availabl~i (ten points·or better), statistical tests on the parameters 
.j;' . .,. ' 
1 







1. Acton [ 1] ha.s a complete book on, the analysis ot· '"straight 
line data. Other authors such as Mills [10], Ezekiel and 
"Fox [8] also provid~ good cQverage. Actual statistical 
application to Learning Curve data can be found in Baloff 
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'III. 'PIIB APPLICATION OF 'rHB PROGRESS FUNCTION TO FLOOR SPACE 
. ,: . 
The Purview 
".-., It has been state·d .tha.t the objective of this thesis is to extend 
the usage of the Progress Function by investigating its application to 
industry as a forecasting technique of production line floor spa~e. A 
pr~c.ed/nt has been' established in other industries of forecasting labol' 
and cost data and the success of the Progress Function-in this regard 
1 
· is a well established fact. Thus, that which remains is to establish ,,, 
) the scope for this study and proceed with the investigation. 
At the outset of the investigation,, it was recognized that consid-
eration could not be given to all types of production lines since data 
'were neither available nor did time permit such an undertaking. The 
result of this condition was the selection of the production lines for 
study which tended to fit the following characteristics: 
1. Non-job sl:\()p (standardized) product. 
\' 
2. Combination man/machine as opposed to fully automated line. 
3. Volume production (minimum of 10,000 units/hr.). 
4. Minimum floor space layout of 2000/square feet. 
5. Minimum of 5 load centers with operating·characteristics \ 
such1 as assembly, testing or inepection and control. 
&. Discrete o~tput of complete"·products~ 
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7. · Continuous flow production. 
l 
8. Technological changes. 






As is apparent, these charact~ristics do not cover the field, but 
represent~ form of production which is cbmmon to most industries • 
In this regard, the limita·tion imposed on the ·thesis is not so pro~ 
nounced as might otherwise have existed. With these characteristics 
in mind, five production processes were selected for application 
from the Allentown, Pennsylvania -plant of the Western Electric Company. 
.. 'Jibe products selected were electronic componentij; swi tc'hes, rel~ys, 
' 1 resistors, transistors, and electron tubes. In certain cases~ the 
J. life span of the proces• was as short as tht~e years; whereas in the 
. 
others, the age of the process was anywhere from five to ten years. 
Four of the processes are currently in the transition phase-of labor 
r ~ paced operation to mechanization processing. The other process has 
• l • • • t ] 
















been mechanized within the interval of the study. 2 Thus, the character-
r' 
' istics of these product lines should exhibit the progress aspect of 
new products for many years to come. .J 
One benefit of the Progress Function should be the ability to 
predict, not only the progress for the one product, but also the anti-
.. \. ~-~ 




' ' , ~ '· ,\ ,.,> .J 
1. A description of the productio~ processes as such will not 
be given since· the form of the data presented is not of a 
nature that v,ould command this attention. ~ -
' 2. Mechanization as used here refers to an automated process 
which carries out routine instructions without aid of man, 
once initiated; starts cycles and repeats action automatically. 
-~· ____ '. ___ A .m~J;J1anized process v1hich is labor paced requires the ini t-1-
at-ion, by an operator to complete each· action. [-2, pp. 2-3] 
' / 
\ ' 
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_second new facility is being co~s-idered, the experience ·gained is f' . 
. . transferred and should appear in the form of reduced floor space per 
unit capacity. .In an attempt to determine this relationship in the 
re•pective Progress Funcfions, the Kansas City plant of Western Elec--
I 
./ 
tric was selected as the second source for four of the product lines 
.. 
• previously mentioned. Since production line capacities at both loca-
tions had been planned on a common basis (5 day - 2 shift) and since 
the processes were, in fact, practically identical (capacity levels 




. .,,. An attempt to include processes in other industries was made, but 
failed due to the lack of historic ·records of floor space data. Thus, 
in total, nine production·processes were considered in this thesis. 
The next task to be performed was the selection of a model which 
would provide a means for investigating the application.of the Progress 
'f 







The mod-el selected for this investigation was the continuous form 
/ 
' 
1 a Of the cumulative total labor hour curve as presented on page 9. 
This model was selected not only for its general appli·cability, but 
' 
·, 
, also because of its conformity ·with required historic records normally m:-
1. The cumulative total labor hour·model is for the discrete 
case, since orders of airplane models were for quantities 
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~-tained in'aoat industries. ' ~ ,, . 
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... P = CUIIU~ative, annual, total square feet of floor space. 
,. 
. A= A parameter corresponding to the form of the cwnulative 
total labor hour model. , 
I= Cumulative number of units produced (cumulative, annual 
output). 
1~ • The slope of the model (a positive value). 
'.•,.,,' 
It should be noted that tht-' definition requires paired values of 
(X, F) data based on annual figures, floor spa~e, and .quantity produced. 
. '' '' This corresponds to the idea of a lot quantity, as mentioned earlier, 
' ' where the accounting period is for one year. Pentico [~2] has used a/ 
~.,-.P 
model similar to this in a hypothetical ca~e where the manufacturer 
is assumed to be building up 1to some production level ( the start-up). 
! 
Since the cumulative total loor space curve has been defined as 




f = A( 1 + ~ ) x ~ : • .. 






f = Square feet of floor space per unit at time X. · ~ 
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X = i unit produced. ,-
' e = The slope of ~he curve (a negative number). 
•' ,, 
..... This model corresponds to the asrmpto~ic form of the exact equation 




The use of the combination of these models should, in fact, pro-!\, 
vide a method of forecasting floor space based ori the progressiye 
nature'· of the product, line. 
Difficulties in Applying the llodel 
.: ... _,. .... 
J>. ..... 
Floor space has received little ·attention as· an application for 
the Progress Function. This is due in part to its secondary role in 
-production J>l.anning, as well as the step function characteristics 











the continuous form of the Progress Function. It is expected that a 
larger discrepancy might exist for the variable a$ opposed to the 
variables of cost and labor hours; but then again, floor space is of 
i 
1 such magnitude that a larger discrepancy-is tolerable. 
· There are seve1·al difficulties, however, which can be anticipated 
in this application. One is the treatment of shifts. In the initial 
phases of-manufacture (the.start-up interval), it is conceivable that 
... 
, .. produ·ction may be held to a first shift since production problems may 
-· 
,J,•' 
require consultation and development with the engineering ~taff. The 
. 1. 
,. 
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following year may.see the switch to a two-shift operation in order to 
meet product demand. Such a switch, of course, would create a tremen-., 
dous show of progress because the output would be at least (Joubled with 
po~sibly the same amount of floor space. Thus, it is apparent that the 
data used must be obtained from the same environment with respec~ to 
time. 
A second difficulty which presents itself is the matter of the 
r production interval and the phase-out interval. Inherent in the model 
? (f = a-13) is the assumption that a decrease in the dependent variable 
(f) .. is continuous with every increase in x (i3 varies between"-_0 and -1). ,,. 




Thus, ~s ~x) approaches infinity, (f) approaches zero. 
J 
.. l_t. is possible that data representative. of a productj.on interval 
could, in fact, produce a retrogression function; that is, a Progress 
Function with 13 > O. 1 SUch a situation might exist ij the production 
interval where product demand has been decreasing, but management is 
reluctant to reduce capacity levels fearing a sudden swing in the 
opposite direction. ~nother example would occpr in the phase-out 
f 
interval where production is being maintained, but engineering efforts 
for cost reduction are being lifted. All of these examples serve to f' 
" 
illustrate the point that the model presupposes an element of growth 
"· 2 in the product. '.I 
, 
. . --'1i 
1. Kolensky [ 31, 'p. 6] c.i tes a case ( type of interval not men-
a •. 
' 
t ion~d) where this ~t~ation occurred in a labor hour problem. 
These problems are not ·restricted to floor space. On the 
contrary, they are probably more evident in costs and labor hour applications due to the higher degree of sensitivity.,_ 
,, 18 
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It is also anticipated that difficulties could arise through the 
application of the Progress FunJtio_n to a production line where product·-lJ 
mix could influence the annual quantity .produced. The situation would 
exist where one particular product is produced at a lesser rate than ,./., 
the others. One year its production is low; the next year-- demand is 
( up for the particular product and is satisfied through the decreased 1 
output of the other products. From this example, ·one could tell that 
a job shop may not normally be applicable. 
Comments on the Application 
The Progress Function has demonstrated its usefulness as a 
predictor of labor and cost performance in many industries. In 
" 
.. 
certain of the cases studied, the· Progress Function itself was demon-
1 strated to be predictable in the industry. In other cases, there 
was not sufficient evi'd.ence to lead to this same conclusion. Asher 
·[3, pp. 129] has c9n~uded that the fundamental law of progress in the 
air frame industry, the 80% curve, is in fact incorrect. Conway and 
Schultz [16, .PP· 53] indicate that significant differences in patterns 
' ' 
of progress are exhibited for different indus.trie·s, different f~rms, 
different products, and different types of wotk. t' I 
,. 
,. ... , The results of these studies give an indication ·of what might be 
expected in the way of progress c~rves regarding floor space. For one 
situation, it should be expected tha't a fully mechanized line would f 
• 
· , show less progress than a ·-line which was less mechanized. 2 
. )I 
1. Hirscl1 [ 18] was· concerned tvi th _the Progress Function in a machine building industry. He concluded that the company's progress in machine building exhibited a remarkable degree of regularity. The progress indices varied slightly about 81.5% and.~ was equal to -.30. , 
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It is understandable that this would occur if the economy ot the sit-
...... 
uation is considered. Thus, the more machine-intensive the line 
becomes, the more difficult cost reduction becomes since savings 
\ 
·J: 
-analysis must include the cost associated with machine repl·acement.· -~ 
Smaller cost reductions would naturally occur less frequently. • 
''~b 
., 
The extreme case which should ,~!>e expected is the transient 
case, labor-intensive lines to mechanized lines. These lines, it 
would seem, should also be the most important fran a managerial point 
of view, since they represent the least predictable situation using 
• 
~urrent methods. Of course, one can only prophesy as to what can 
or should be expected. Only application of the Progress Function it-
self will disclose the predictableness, as well as, it usefulness to 
the planning manager. This aspect of predictableness does, however, 
offer tremendous.appeal especially in the starting of new product 
lines • 
The Computer Proaram 
d To facilitate the calculation of the Progress Function parameters 
• 
(p, ~,~'PI), a computer program was written in the FORTRAN language 
for the IBM 1620 computer. Punched paper tape was used as the input·· 
data source with the output being printed on the console typewriter. 
Input of t~e data to paper tape was accomplished by punching a fixeq 
point variable indicative of the number of pairs of data points 
(P1 , 11). · This value was then followed by the floating point con~ 
stants (F1, X 1), singl~ punched, such that the floor spac~ data (F1) 
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The p~ogram then converts the data to the logarithmic form and 
·t ... , sums the data according to the model definition (ref,erence footnote 
,. 
. . ;- 2, page 8). 
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1. The equation 1) is ~a development prov .. ided in Freund (9, pp. 308-310] and is referred to as the sample correlation coefficient. Its derivation is' obtained from, the bivariate normal density by using the maximum likelihood metho_d of .. 
. 
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Using the appropriate. pa~imeters (A_; ~ +l) · ap.d the actual (X1) data, 
~ 
d points dver the regress·ion interval are calculated with the cumulativ~ 
floor Space model (F • A X ~ +l). The plotting of both sets ff data 
t 
. (actual and regression) on either Cartesian or Log-Log coori~inates 
permits a visual display o·f the data fit as provided. by the model!~ '1 •• 
Three convenience points in addition to the regression points 
r. 
are calculated for the unit curve (f = a x f:3).. The convenience points 
are determined for (xi= one million, ten million, one hundred million) 
and allow the user the ability to plot the Progress Function using 
the major coordinate references. In the logarithmic form, this is a 
real convenience sine~ all data follow a straight line. Due to the 
smallness in the ,values obtained for (f), each value was multiplied 
by 1,000 so that output is interpreted as square feet per one thousand 
units produced. A value for Pl (Progress Index) is also calculated. 
The Data 
Corresponding to the definitions of· the variables given in the 
Progress Function model, data from the nine production processes were 
,, 
~Ji obtained in the form of annual totals, floor space and quantity pro-
. duced. Floor space, in this particular case, included the total 
square feet allocated by the process layout. Excluded from tbis 
figure are the storage areas usually charged against a product for / 
accounting purpos~s that are common to several products, i.e., ·raw 





















































. Por proprietary reasons, the product· names have been neglected 
in ·the dat~ tables tha't follow. 1 In addition, the actual data have 
bee~ coded in~ manner that does not permit immediate identity. 
A .. glance at the data tables reveal, to a certain extent, the 
1 :• 
nature of the Progress Function. For instance, Product l - Plant 1 
shows a decrease in floor space and corresponding increases in output 
- ' j 
for certain of the years 1959 through 1961. In other years, increases 
' . . 
in floor space seem to be concurrent with the increase in output 
(1962 - 1963). " Noticeable, in the data, is the abrupt decrease in 
the output foll~ing the year 1958 (Product 1, Product 3). An attempt 
to de·termine the eause disclosed the fact that the second sourced' ... 
products (Plant 2) ·were in .. pilot production at a temporary location 
and effectively reduced the load. Although the data from Plant 2 
do not cor~oborate this story, it seems reasonable since these data 
· only include the production in the new plant and not that of the 
temporary location (data not available). 
• '<\ ' 
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l. · Corresponding labor ~our data appear in the analysis . 
section. Furthermore, ·cost data obtained on certain 
of the product lin~s followed a unit curve comparable 
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Annual Floor Space and Output Data 
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Product 4 
Floor 
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Annual ~oor Space and Output Data 
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IV. .ANALYSIS OF RESULTS· 
-
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The par8118ter output of the computer program for the , nine .. pr()duct 
lines is given in ~ables 3, 4, and 5.. One of the most noticeable 
occurrences in the tables is the extremely high-correlation coeffi-· 
- 1 cient (p)which the data have exhibit__ed in the logarithmic form. Gen~ 





























































J, The correlation coefficient .(p) liay .vary· between O ·and 
:1. Absolute correlation is obtained when p = ±1 (± 
determined by the slope of the line). 
,. 
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The asterisked paramete~s were de·ter11ined by using the last- five. 
pairs of [F,X] data which excluded the apparent decreased production 
1 ~ following 1958. The parameters using all data points appear in 
Table 5. A significant change has occurred in the Progress Index (PI) 
Product 1 
3 
Progress Function Results 











as a result of this exclusion and amplifies the point made earlier 
that judgement of the individual may not be so bad. In this case, 
it was recognized that the conditions in the earlier years were changed 
0 
as a result of the pilot.operation at the temporary location. With 
this excl-usion, the PI,,~ for product 1 at both Plants are remarkably 
similar. The Progress Indices for Product 3 have narrowed somewhat 
from the preyious difference· also. It __ would seem in this latter case 
that the data used from Plant 2 were not sufficient in number for a 
confident Progress Index (only two points were used). Product 2 at 
both locations have a similar Progress Index (93.8 and 90.0). A 
,J 
review of the data in table 1 for this product reveals a noticeable 
eff.ect from the start-up of the second source process. A balancing 
1,. Although the definition of the progress function.requires 
the use o·f -'data from the time (>t=l), the author feels 
" 
that a forecasting model must certain~y rely on the indi-
vidual for interpretations as to how it should best be 
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· of loads apparently baa occured and is possibly a reason· for the higb 
-J ·,· 
progress index. 
The point which is to be gained from these findings is that the 
, 
Progress Function may be a~fected by the start·-up of., a second source 
production fa~ility. In the two examples just discussed (Products 
1 and 3, Plant 1) a change in the ~rogress Indices was realized and 
amounted to 8.7% and 11.6% respectively. This was due, of course, 
to the decreased demand on the first location and is probably a nor-
mal occurrence under the conditions cited. Based on this small sample,· 
one can only conclude that an increase in the Progress Index should 
be anticipated with the start-up ot a second source, at least over 
the short interval (one or two yeai-s)_. As data accumulate thereafter, 
a new Progress Function can be calculated. 
.,,,, The vast difference in the P .. :ogress Indices for Product 4, at 
this point, cannot be attributed to any specific cause. 
" 
Product 5 - Plant 1 was included in this study since it was 
actually the same type product as 4. The difference in the products 
was in design, .thereby requiring non-identical processes. From the 
values obtained for .Progress Indices (72.1% and 78.8%), it would appear 
··'. 
that predictableness among the same/type products (different designs) 
/ 
~ 
is not necessarily a characteristic. However, since product 5 is still 
in the early stage of production; it is not fair to make this conclu-
·,. 
sion without further history on the product. (O~ly two pairs of data 
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i'or,the most part, ther•,. appears to be no pattern in .;regard 
• ' ' 0 
' to the cx's. ·One aspect which should be mentiorled, howeve.r, does 
·· ·appear in ·the values obtained for Product 1 (0.137 and 0.99). In 
t.his case, the floor sp~ce capacity at Plant 1 · is approximateiy double 
) 
that at Plant 2 which is not too dissimilar to the relation for the 
a's. This proportiQnal relation .appeals to one intuitively, but 
cannot he validated by the other ~ata. 
. , One conclusion which can be drawn is the fact that with the typed 
of production process selected (high volumn), the value of the a's 
will be quite ·small. This is best illustrated by considering the 
·'· F total curve (F =AX ~+l) in another-form: A= a+l• It is recog-
X 
nized that.A< 1 since (~+l) is a positive number--and cumulative 
output (X) is always larger than the cumulative floor space (F). 
a, of course, is a fractional part Qf the value of A(q, = A(~ +l) ) • 
·,:.-..;{ As a result of the unpredictableness demonstrated in these~ 
and PI values, it was decided to obtain labor hour data on each of 
- ., 
the product lines to verify the fact that data had been obtained from 
the same "time constrained" environment. 1 
.,. 
This was particularly 
.. 
apparent, as a possible cause of difficulty, from the floor space 
data obtained from Plant 2. In all cases, there was increased pro-q.1 
duction, but no particular change in the floor space. 
. ( 
\ 1. The labor hour data t~t Plant 2 is actual ( coded) hours 
worked. Data from Plant· 1 was not available in this 
· form, but w·as obtained by taking the number of direct 
employees (coded) on roll at the end of each year and 
I 
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. ~ 1 The data obtained from both plants ap,ears in Tab~es 6 and 7. 
comparison with Table 1 and 2 shows, in many cases, increases in 
labor hours associated with increases in output. A check with the 
product engine~rs of the various product lines from Plant 1 revealed 
that the processes, for the most part, had been operating close to 
capacity (5 day, 2 shift). In certain cases, weekend operation had 
been required, but was not a normal condition and thereby created no 
great change in the data. A closer inspection of the data from Plant 
1 (both hours and floor space) reaffirms this position, since many 
increases in labor hours also show a corresponding increase in floor 
space. Thus, a buildup in floor space has produced a bu.ildup in 
labor hours to meet production requirements~ 
Correspondence with engineers at Plant number 2 regarding this 
prbble~ disclosed that certain of the processes were s~ill in the· 
buildup to capacity (5 day, 2 snift). This is understandable if we 
recall that the plant is relativ~ly new. On the other hand, actual 
capacity has probably never been reached and floorspace is definitely 
not ~the pr,emium which would be found elsewhere. ·, 
Although these findings are somewhat disturbing in regard to 
the inability to make a good comparison, they do serve a purpose by 
illustrating the importance of obtaining the data from a time c<m-
~: 
-·· 
2. The labor hour data w~s subjected to the computer pro-gram since it was convenient and available. Good 
correlation bettveen labor hours and cumulative output 
was obtained (min. p = .93), but the Progress Indices bore no res~mblance to those obtained for floor space. In certain cases 1 a r~trogression function(~ >O) was 
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Annual Labor Hours and Output 
" 
PLANT l 
·Prod\lct 1 Product 2 Product 3 Labor Labor Labor Hours Output Hours Output Hours Output 
;,-24,750 2,500,!120 561,500 4,306,219 130,500 321,915 
40,500 g 4-.207, 100 510,750 4,096,895 265,500 367,444 
42,750 5,923,8?3 528,750 3,877,670 291,500 493,432 
51,750 5,947,000 427,500 3,957,675 324,000 684,010 
46,590 6,498,309 337,500 4,792,430 242,789 1,277,669 
TABI,E 6 
*Denotes pilot oper.ation 
" :! .. 
'~ 
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.s. l ·~. 
Annual Labor Hours and Output Data 
PLANT 2 
Product 1 Product 2 Product 3 Labor Labor 
·, Labor Hours Output Hours Output Hours Output 
• -- 874,805 -- 1,086,185 
--
--
10,250 1,755,570 323,750 1,168,565 1000• 7130 
15,000 
_2,116,259 350,250 2,477,885 31,375 185,500 
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I 
strained environment. One solution to this problem would be to con-
\.J 
sider only the output (Xi) from the first shift. Unfortunately, in 
this case, data representative of first shift output were not avail-
able from either source. 
,_ 
Looking at the Progress Indices obtained from Plant·l, we can 
aay,that progress (as it refers to floor space) is of a sufficient 
magnitude to warrant the use of the Progress Function as a prediction 
' 
l~ 
tool. Furthermore, it appears that the progress demonstrated among the 
various lines is different for each product. This difference in pro-
gress, particularly.in the case of Product 2, is enough to make a 
manager wonder about the underlying conditions and, significantly, 
how he can induce more progress. 
A Discussion of the Graphs 
As mentioned in the computer program section, a part of the output 
data are the calculated regression points for the cumulative floor 
space curve(~= ~+l) and the unit floor space curve (f =ax~). 
These data, along with other pertinent information, are provided in 
\, the Appendices (F and G) arid are accompanied by the~ndividual log-
" 
log coordinate graphs. 
An illustration of the close agreement of the cumulative data 
., 
-# (actual vs. regression) is given in Appendix D which shows the growth 
phenomena on a Cartesian plane. This is somewhat complementary to 
I: 
- the· model selected in that .the discrepancies are not large. The -results_ 
of the regression methq~ are. best illustrated in the line·arity of this 
aa•e data on the log-log coordinate grids. 
33 
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r (Graph 6). Again, tbe a~tual data de not deviate considerably 
.from the straight line regression data. Data from the other. pro-· • 
,duction lines produce similar results. It would appear from these 
observations that the manual calculation method (Appendix B) would 
provide results comparable to the computer method • 
' \ ~J 
An example of the unit curve ( f = a x f3) on Cartesian coordinates 
is given in Appendix E. Apparent from this graph is the difficulty 
involved with trying to interpret unit floor space, especially as 
(x) increases. The logarithmic form provides a much easier method 
< and appears in Appendix G (Graph 15) . 
• 
To illustrate the usefulness of the lo~-log form of the unit 
curve, it is estimated that 1972. production of P1·oduct 4 (Plant 1) 
will be 7,937,500 units. At that time, cumulative production or 
cumulative units ~(Xi) will have reached 60,000,000. Thus, reading from 
Graph 15, we obtain a value of .84 square feet per 1,000 units pro-
duced at time (Xi) equals 60,000,000. The estimated total floor space 
at the end of 1972 .is then 6667 square feet. 
(0.84 sq~ feet) (7 1 937 1 500 units) Total square feet= 
1,000 units 
= 6,667 square feet 
The value of the Progress Function can be realized if we recall that 
1963 production (6,391,250 units) utilized 11,475 square feet of 
.~ . -\)~· 
floor space. Thus, it is estimated that the production pr9cess in 






one half) than current 01963 production. Thus, the incorporation of the ,· 
objectives· (progress and goals) into a forecasting\ technique has, 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
The application of the 'Progress ·Function to the prediction of· 
floor space has been demonstrated. The function itself has provided 
a means of quijntifying progress. This otherwise had not been applied 
systematically under the existing practice. Use of the function has 
'' '' 
also provided a means of establishing goals or effectiveness cri-
teria, thus, enabling management to evaluate engineertng effort. 
The use of the unit curve (f =ax~) plotted on log-log paper repre-
sents a concept not dissimilar to that of the control chart in quality 
control. 
. 
/ The results of the investigation show that the Progress Function 
in the logarithmic form has provided an extremely good fit to the data. 
This was exhibited in the high correlation coefficients (0.97+). 
The commonly used Progress Index in air frame industries (PI= 
801) does not appear to be a valid representation for applications 
involving floor space estimation for electronic products. The values 
obtained for the Progress Index ranged from a minimum (PI= 72.1%) 
to the maximum (PI= 93.8%). Furthermore, the differences encountered 
in the Progress Indices among the various product lines indicate 
that usage of any common Progress Inde'x is not feasible. In simple ,:-
terms, this states that a history of the individual lines is required 
in order to establish a Progress Index. 
,The start-up of a second source production facility has been 
shown to cause an increase in the Progress Ind~.?' of c:~he parent 
~~\1' ; 
facility in certain of the applications investigated. This was not 
an unexpected finding, but does deserve consideration on the part 
of the planning organization, when making,, future estimates. 
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In concluding, it is important to point out that the Progress 
t 
Function, while providing a bit of sophistication to the planning 
/ 
concept, ... has also provided a technique which is straight-forward in 
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Tb~ Method of Least Squares 
Regression for Calculating the 
Progress Function Parameters 
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. THI METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION FOR 
-· " 
• 
CALCULATING THE PROGRESS FUNCTION PARAMETERS: A AND f)'+l 
.. 
Given a set of paired data --c~ , F1 ), (~ , Fa) ~ •. • • • .(X0 , F n), 









a minimum (9, PP. 321-324]. An interpretive restatement is that 
values for A and S+l are determined such that the resulting equation 
provides the best linear fit to the data at hand. 
Then, 
For simplicity, let 




b = ca +1> 
n 





The partial differentiation of this equation with respect to 
Cl ·and b, and the subsequent equating of each result to zero, will 
yi9.ld the minimum. 
· Thus, a) 
( . 
n ~ 
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l Y1 =an+ b I xi 
1=1 1=1 
n • n 




Si111pl ifying (b) 
D D n 
I xiyi =QII X . i + b ·Ix/ 
i=l 1=1 
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n n n 
I xi [ l Yi - b l xi] 




D n n 2 
I Xi I Yi - b C I xi) i=l i=l 1=1 
n n n 










l 2 + b xi 
1=1 
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· The calculating form for the Progress Function is then: 
n ~ 
2 (Log Fi) - (~+l) l (Log X ) 1. a a 1 
i=l i=l ~· . Log A= 
a D 
D 
" D D 
a. lf [ l (Log8 x1) (Loga Fi) -I (Log X ) I (Log F1) a 1- a 
·i=l i=l i=l (~+l) -
n n 
l 2 -<I Log8 X )2 (Log X ) (Log8 Xi) 8 i i 
i=l i=l 
. 
Since the equation of the function is of the fora 
F = J+l 
the antilogarithm of 1) must be taken in order to facilitate the 
calculation of points over the regression interval. The same condi-
tion exists in the unit equation ( f • A(f3 +1) /) where values of (f) 
must be calculated for plotting points over the·unit curve. 
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Method For Manually 
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IIBTHOD FOR MANUALLY CALCULATING PROGRESS FUNCTIONS 
Part I. The Total Cumulative Curve 




V The data, cumulative annual floor space and cumulative annuJl 
output, are plotted on log-log paper. The straight line equation 
(y-y) = M(X-X) is then used to o~tain the slope (m = ~l) of the 
1 1 
total curve. Here, the variables (x,y) are merely used to retain the 
conventional form of the straight line equation and thereby require 





~+l = __ 
x-x 
1 




where (F,X) are corresponding coordinate values obtained from the 
total curve. 
Part II. The Unit Curve 
where er • A(a+1} 
Using the calculated values of A and ~, determine a = A(~+l). The 
unit curve is obtained by calculating paired values of (f,x) for 
specified values of x and then plotting on log-log coordinate paper. 






































Part III. Proareaa Index 
~ 
Pl = 2 
The Progress Index is obtained by using the calculated value of 
~ in the PI equation. The resulting value is a progress ratio at 
.•. 
two different cumulative outputs (one output twice that of the other) 
which enables the user to compare different product lines without· 
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The Computer Program Listing 
(IBM 1620 FORTRAN) 
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C I BM~. 1620 Cc»4PUTER PRCGRAM .. f ORTRAN 
C. LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION fOR-LCGARITtt41C FORM 
C Of THE PR03RESS FUNCTION 
Dl'MENSION Y( 15),X(15) 


















DO 2 I =1,N, 1 
READ, Y ( I ) , X ( I ) 
' 
CLM1=CUM1+X( I) 
CUM2=CUM2T Y ( I ) 
X{ I )=CUM1 
' 
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. . . ~ 
SUMX-SI.MX+L 00 ( X ( I ) ) . 
SUMY-SLMY+LCX3(Y(I)) 
SLMXX=SUMXX+((LOG(X(I ))}*(LOO(X(I)))) 
--~YY=SUMYY+( (LOO('f (I)))*( LOO(!Y( I)))) 
I ' ', 
'· .. . 
2 SLMXY=SUMXY+( ( LOG (X ( I ) ) ) *( LOO(Y ( I)))) 
• 1.-- ' 
.,! 
C ROUTINE FOR CBTA IN I NG CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 
RHQ::a(Z*~UMXY-SLMX*JLMY)/SJR(Z*0LMXX-SUMX*Jl.MX) 
RHO=RHO/S'-'<R ( Z*SUMYY-SUMY*SLMY) 
PRINT.,RHO 
( c_ ROUTINE FOR OOTAINING BET~ er EQUATION Y=A+BX 
BETA=(Z*SUMXY-SLMX*SUMY)/(Z*SUMXX-Sl.fvlX*.UMX) 
C ROUTINE FOR OOT ,.d NI NG ALPHA (T EQUAT 1,0N Y=,-\+BX 
,~LPHA=( SUMY-BET A *_jUMX )/Z 
ALPH=EXP(ALPHA) 
B=BET.~-1. · 
----c----- -------- -· - -
ALP=(ALPH)*(BETA) 
C ROUTINE FOR ESTIMATl·NG OVER CUM-CLM ·REGRESSION 
DO 4 I =1 1 N, 1 
) 
fCSTY=(~LPH)*(X{l))**BETA . 





PARA~2.0*SQR(SSUM/{Z-2.)) ) '·,:.,,. 
""" 
· PRINT,SSLM,PARA 
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ESTYl,•(f'\LPH) *(BET A)*( 1000000.) **( BETA-1 • ) 
,t) 
ESTYl=(ESTY1 )*( 1000.). 
··t\".", 
. , ...• ESTY2=( AlfH) ~a(BET,-\) *( 10000000.) **(BETA- l·.) 
ESTY2=(ESTY2)*( lOOOf.) . 
ESTY3=( ALPH) * (BET.'"") * ( 100000000.) ** ( BET A-1 • ) 
.ESTY3=(ESTY3)*(1000.) 





--· ·--~~ __ ..,. --- -
C ROUTINE FOR ESTIMATING REGRESSION. POINTS FOR UNIT CURVE 
DO 6 I= 1,N, 1 
6 
:,: .· 
_ .. , ~. 
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Prod~ct 4 - Plaut l 
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A Actual Data J 
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Graph a ,_\ 
Product 4 - Plant 
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The Total cumulative Floor Space 
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Equation: F = ~ +l 
Parameters: A= 0.201 
e+1 = o.a19 











Cumul .. ative Output (X) 
··-
. 2,500,420 





















• The VQlues listed in this column were calculated using the 
parameters (A, ~+l) obtained from the least squares regres-
sion and the actual cumulative output (X). 
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Regression Data 
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Product·2-~ Plant 1 
.., 
. -cba.nized Production C~,bor Pa<:ed) '· 
Bquation: F AXS+l -
-
Parameters: A - 0.024 
-
:, ·t 
e+1 - 0.907 
-





.Cumulative Floor Space (F) 
Actual Regression Cumulative Output/ 
23,486 25, !Op 4,306,219 
46,972 46,048 8,403,114 
70,385 64,974 12,280,784 
815,590 ,,, 83,719 16,238,459 
100,079 105,861 21,030,889 
f 
··-d .. ·;;. 
5'. 
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~Product 3 - Plan'\ 1 
Mechanized Production (Labor Paced) 
~--
Bquation: F :;: AX5+l 
• 
. 
. l'.arame ters: A = 0 ... 68 
Reference: 
,, 
B+l = o. 74 
Graph 5 
TABJ.B 10 
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PrQduct 4 - Plant 1 
llephanized Production (L•bor Paced) 







Reference: Graph 6 
-
TABI;R 11 
Cumulative. Flo·or Space (F) 
Actual Regressi.on 
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Graph 6 \ 
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Regression Data 
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Product 5 - Plant 1 
llecba~ized ProductioB (Labor Paced) 
Bquation: 















Actual Regression Cumulative OutEut (X) 
~ ..... _~ 
8,761 8,168 -392,600 
23,111 24,597 .. 2,105,078 . ' 
l . ........ ~-- .. 
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Product 1 . -' Plant 2 
Mechanized Production 
F = AXS+l 
A = 0 .14 







Cumulative Floor Space (F) 
Actual -~ Regression 
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Prod.uct 2 - Plant 2 





.. F = AXa+1 
A - 0.11 
B+l - o.848 
Graph 9 
TABLE 14 









































































































































































PRODUCT.3 - PLANT 2 
. ', ' 
' Mechanized Production (Labor Paced) 
Bquaticn: F - ,1+1 
Parameters:· A = 6. 4 
J:l +l = 0. 596 
( 
Reference: Graph 10 
TABLE· 15 








Clunulative Output (X) 
183,500 
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G> Actual Data 
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PRODUCT 4 - PLANT 2 
Mechanized t,oduction (Labor Pac·ed) 
• 
Equation: F=J +l 
Parameters: A= 0.325 
f3+1 = 0.717 





Cumulative Floor Space (F) 
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0 Actual Data 
Regression Data 
lm l.Om 
CU4Dulative Output (X) 
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PRODUCT 1 - PLANT 1 
Mechanized Production 
;,.c, 




Parameters: a = 0.136 
I a = -o.a21 
Progress Index: 80% 
Graph 12 
.. 
Floor Space Per 1000 Cumulative Units Year Units Produced (f) * (X) 
/ 
1959 "\. 1.21 2,500,420 ./ -. 
1960 0.88 6,707,520 
~ 
" 1961 0.719 12,631,393 
1962 0.636 18,578,393 
1963 0.574 25,576,702 
• The values listed in this column were calculated using 
the parameters (a,~) obtained from the program and the 
cumulative units (X) produced. 
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PRODUCT 2 -- PLANT 1 




et = o. 022 
f3 = -o. 09 
' 
, ..... , ... 
. . 
Progress Index: 93.8% 
Reference: 
TABLE 18 
Floor Space Per 1000 
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A C:,·1 ,ar. ie ilCe Points 
El Regression Data 
lOm 
cumulative Units (x) 
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, .. _,;, 
".... . PRODUCT 3 - PLANT 1 
, 
M~cbani.zed Production (Labor Paced) 
Equati<;>n: f = ax" 
Parameters: Ci - 0.503 
-
a - -0.26 
• 
Progress Index: 83.5% 
.,. 
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Floor·Space per 1000 
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~ Convenience Points 
El Regression Data 
10m 
cumulative Units (xl 
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PRODUCT 4 - PLANT l • 
Mechanized Production (Labor Paced) 
Equation: 
Parameters: a =-. 3. 92 
~ = -0.47 




Floor Space Per 1000 
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0 Convenience Points 
GI Regression Data 
\. 
..... 
lm 10m 100m 
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PRODUCT 5 - PLANT 1 
llechanized Production (Labor Paced) 
Equation: 
Parameters: 







Floor Space Per 1000 









f = r1>t' 
Q' - 1.141 
t3 - -o. 34 
78.8% 
Graph 16 
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A Convenience Points 
D •· a__.gression Dt1 ta 
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10m 100m 
Cumulative Units (x) 
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PRODUCT 1/~ PLANT 2 
,l 
Mechanized Production 














f = a./' 
Cl' - o. 09 
e = -o.33 
Progress Index: 79.5% 
Reference: 
TABLE 22 
Floor Space Per 1000 






































































Cumulative Uni ts (x') 
• 
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PRODUCT 2 - PLANT 2 









Floor ,. Space Per 1000 
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f = a/' 
Q' - 0.09 
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PIK>DUCT 3 - PLANT 2 





Ref ere nee: ·· 
..... 
TABI,B 24 
Ploor Space Per 1000 
Units Produced (f) 
28.5 
,, 16.98 
t = a.J, 
a - 3.8 
-
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A Conve11ience Points 
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• PRODUCT 4 - PLANT 2 
Mechanized Production (Labor Paced) 
Equation: f = a.,f; 
Parameters: a = o. 23 
a = -o.2s 





· Floor Space Per 1000 
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El Regression Data 
A Convenience Points 
!Om 
Cumulative Uni ts (x) 
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